Ends’ Meet

A short story by R.M.J.Patry

PAGE ONE (four panels)
Panel 1: Close up of oxygen bubbles drifting toward the surface of icy
waters.
Panel 2: A limb reaches out past the bubbles, the fingers of its hand hoping
to hit the surface. Fingers? No, they’re claws. Six long, curled claws
attached to a tiny paw.
Panel 3: Profile shot of a TINY ORANGE KITTEN’s face and right paw breaking
the surface of rough, freezing river waters. Her left limb cradles her
TWIN’s head. The early spring afternoon’s sun beams in their eyes clenched
shut as their mouths hang open and gasp, their breath visible in the
still-frigid air. She struggles to keep them both above water…
1 KITTENS (SIMULTANEOUSLY): >gasp<
Panel 4: …but both kittens slip below the surface again.
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PAGE TWO (six panels)
Panel 1: The kittens are scooped up by a flat cap grasped at the peak by
a boy’s hand.
1 KITTENS (SIMULTANEOUSLY): >gasp<
Panel 2: BILLY BAKER (13)--a patchy-clothed, red-headed boy with a foot
looped up in a thick piece of rope tethered to a cargo ship at a pier-hangs upside down over the water, lifting the tiny kittens out of the river
with his flat cap.
2 BILLY: Got’cha!
Panel 3: The two kittens cough and gasp for air after Billy plops them
down on the dock. He sits next to them, wringing out his flat cap.
3 KITTENS (SIMULTANEOUSLY) >cough-cough<
4 BILLY: What’sa matter with yas? Don’t yous goofs know felines make lousy
fishes?
Panel 4: One of the kittens raises an eyebrow and pouts her bottom lip
while stretching her neck out at the boy off panel. She pats her twin brother
on the back as he sneezes. Billy’s hand reaches into frame to hold his
handkerchief out to the kittens.
5 MALE KITTEN: >A-too!<
6 BILLY (OFF PANEL): Alright, ya sassy li’l tabby. Lemme help yas dry off
before yas catch cold.
Panel 5: As the little tabby scrubs her twin dry with Billy’s handkerchief,
her stomach growls.
7 SFX (FROM FEMALE TABBY’S STOMACH): >grwl<
8 BILLY (OFF PANEL): Hungry, li’l tabby?
Panel 6: The tabby’s twin sits with the handkerchief wrapped around his
shoulders. His stomach growls. Next to him, his twin tabby clutches her
stomach. And next to her, Billy clutches his stomach.
9 SFX (FROM KITTENS’ STOMACHS): >grwl<
10: SFX (FROM BILLY’S STOMACH): >GRWL<
11 BILLY: Me too.
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PAGE THREE (four panels)
Panel 1: A long shot of the shops and vendors on the street that runs along
the edge of the St. Lawrence River in the Port District of Montreal, Spring
1944. Massive influxes of European immigrants and World War II refugees
have quickly started to morph the neighborhood –and the island of
Montreal—into a modern metropolitan melting pot. The street is filled with
port workers, merchants and consumers of different ethnicities and
backgrounds whom rush their merchandise on to street displays even though
the temperature hasn’t risen above freezing. Among them, some stand out:
a Kosher butcher--MR. SCHWARTZ (20s)--advertising specials on Montreal
smoked meat outside of Schwartz’ Deli; a UKRAINIAN WOMAN (40s) filling
a paper bag with bagels for the SHOPPER (30s) on the other side of the
table of fresh goods she’s set up outside of her bakery; ITALIAN CHILDREN
as young as 7 and as old as 17 transporting sacks and crates of produce
from the back of a truck to the front of their parents’ fruit & vegetable
stand, PRODOTTI MENOTTI; a loud-mouthed French-speaking NEWSBOY
(13)selling Le Journal de Montreal.
1 CAPTION: MONTREAL - THE PORT
Panel 2: With his still-dripping flat cap returned to his head and the
twin tabby kittens pocking their heads and front paws out of a pocket on
the front flap of the boy’s raggedy messenger’s bag, Billy lurks behind
Mr. Schwartz with a football-sized beef brisket partially wrapped in white
paper.
2 MR. SCHWARTZ: Come right in and get some of Schwartz’ famous 16-hour
smoked brisket! The most famous smoked brisket in town!
Panel 3: While the Ukrainian Lady exchanges bagels for coins with a customer,
Billy discreetly stuffs a couple of bagels into his bag.
Panel 4: Billy weaves between people in the crowd in The Port.
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PAGE FOUR (panels)
Panel 1: Billy ducks into an alley while eyeing a drain pipe that runs
up the side of a building toward a sign that reads, “PRODOTTI MENOTTI”.
Panel 2: Suddenly, Billy is several feet in the air latching onto the
Prodotti Menotti sign, swinging up toward a canvas awning.
Panel 3: Billy hangs upside down with the back of his knees wrapped around
one of the awning’s support rods made visible by a piece of weather-torn
canvas. Supporting his messenger’s bag with a curled arm--turning the two
kittens upside down in the process--Billy uses his free hand to quickly
snag bananas and grapes by the stems, totally unnoticed.
Panel 4: Billy sneaks up behind the loud-mouthed newsboy and swipes a
newspaper from the stack sitting next to the kid on a wagon.
1 NEWSBOY: <Le Journal de Montreal! Now the ONLY newspaper sold on this
corner! Get your copy NOW before they’re gone!>
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PAGE FIVE (five panels)
Panel 1: A panoramic-style shot similar to panel 1 of page 3, but this
one is of a different area, a stretch of Saint Catherine Street that serves
as the main commercial artery for Montreal’s Centre-Ville District. It’s
jam packed, congested by a group of GIRL SCOUTS--one of whom carries a
Montreal flag--leading a procession of cars and groups of people carrying
banners representing local businesses, like THE GAZETTE (Montreal’s
premiere English language newspaper since 1778) and CJAD (a fledgling new
radio station). Others support Irish pride and culture, filling out the
St. Patrick’s Day Parade. People of all ages pack the sidewalks waving
the flags of Ireland and Montreal in celebration; those of legal age--and
even a few who aren’t--raise canned beers and get a little rowdy; a group
of four Irishman chugging whiskey have clearly had far too much to drink.
All enjoy this festive day, underdressed and overjoyed.
1 CAPTION: DOWNTOWN.
Panel 2: Slithering through the crowd, Billy bumps into a gentleman in
a decent suit and a bowler’s hat.
Panel 3: Billy raises empty hands innocently as he continues on his way,
walking backwards so that he still faces the gentleman scrutinizing and
judging him.
2 BILLY: S’cuse me.
Panel 4: The Gentleman turns his away from Billy as turns his back to the
gentleman. Smirking, the boy takes a quick glance at the pocket watch in
the palm of his hand, the one he managed to lift from the gentleman’s vest
pocket.
Panel 5: A drunk practically falls backward as he chugs whiskey out of
a bottle, oblivious to his sloshed friend who lies face down in a puddle,
having had one too many chugs of brown booze. He reaches a hand toward
the crate of whiskey bottles he brought to the parade, but two of his buddies
try to talk him out of it. All four are far too drunk to notice Billy swiping
a full bottle from the crate.
3 BILLY: Pa’don me.
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PAGE SIX (five panels)
Panel 1: A panoramic-style shot of a slummy neighborhood, rows of
wood-and-brick longhouses broken up by small abandoned industrial
warehouses and workshops. The peak of a church can be seen in the distance
behind a wooden shed built atop the building on the far right of the page.
Behind the church, the sun sets. There isn’t any life or activity on this
street, a stark contrast to The Port & Downtown.
1 CAPTION: GRIFFINTOWN.
Panel 2: The orange kittens poke their heads and paws out of the pocket
on Billy’s messenger’s bag, peering their eyes up at Billy. His posture
is hunched and his hands are tucked into his armpits, his foggy breath
pouring out of his mouth and nostrils.
Panel 3: Billy leaps into the air, propelling himself off of a garbage
can.
Panel 4: Billy grabs the bottom rung of a ladder dangling from the fire
escape.
Panel 5: Billy crouches like a cat, crawling toward the edge of the panel.
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PAGE SEVEN (five panels)
Panel 1: Dakrness.
1 SFX (KITTENS, SIMULTANEOUSLY): >growl<
2 SFX: >GROWL<
3 BILLY: Well-Panel 2: A flicker of light from a match illuminates the panel slightly.
Billy’s messenger’s bag sits slumped against the back of the panel. The
female tabby stretches her neck out beyond the edge of the pocket on the
bag while her brother cowers with only his eyes poking out. Billy holds
a lit match up with his right hand and Le Journal de Montreal rolled up
in his left, setting it afire.
4 BILLY: --here we are. It ain’t much-Panel 3: The interior of the shed is illuminated by the flaming newspaper
held in Billy’s hand. There isn’t much else in regard to possessions: a
large pot sitting on a car grill standing over a pyramid of tinder within
a circle of lemon-sized stones; a collection of stickers peeled off of
cargo containers from around the world pasted to the back wall; an oil
lamp; a stack of comic books; a small pile of lumber; a scuffed up and
splintered trunk; a couple of flat caps, a pair of pants and a vest hang
off of nails on one of the side walls; a few blankets bunched up in a corner,
a bucket in the opposite corner. The male tabby cringes as he follows his
bold twin, who cautiously crawls into the center of a blanket spread out
in the center of the shed.
5 BILLY: --it’s home. And yous tabbies are welcome ta stay as long as yas
want.
Panel 4: Billy kneels by the pot resting atop the car grill. He places
the flaming newspaper atop the tinder within the circle of stones beneath
the grill.
9 BILLY: Good thing I seen yas when I did.
Panel 5: With his bag in hand, Billy sits at one edge of the blanket so
that he faces the kittens with his back to the flaming newspaper beneath
the pot.
10 BILLY: Gave me a chance ta pick up enough fer all’a us.
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PAGE EIGHT (five panels)
Panel 1: Bird’s eye view of Billy’s haul. The two tabbies poke their heads
into frame, examining the score: a silver pocket watch, a partially wrapped
brisket, three bagels, a bottle of whiskey, a modest sized Atlantic salmon,
five carrots, some wilted celery, a small bushel of grapes, a woman’s clutch,
three bananas and a man’s wallet. Billy begins to divvy up the items spread
out across the blanket, picking up the bottle of whiskey and laying it
next to the clutch.
1 BILLY: Some’a this we sell –like this bottle’a booze right back ta the
same bums we grifted it off’a—
Panel 2: Bird’s eye view of Billy’s haul. The tabbies watch as their rescuer
continues to divvy up the stolen items.
2 BILLY: —an’ other stuffs—
Panel 3: Bird’s eye view of Billy’s haul divided into two piles: edible
and inedible. The tabbies’ heads follow Billy’s hand as he motions toward
the edible pile.
3 BILLY: —we gets ta eat!
Panel 4: A shot of the makeshift stovetop. Billy places the slab of brisket
on the car grill with one hand and turns the pot over to cover it with
the other.
BILLY: Cept fer the brisket. Gonna be a while before this doozy’s done.
Other th’n that-Panel 5: Their new family portrait: Billy sitting on the floor of the shed
smiling with open arms, presenting the tabbies –the male to his left and
the female to his right— with an orphan boy’s buffet.
1 BILLY: --dig in!
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PAGE NINE (six panel)
Panel 1: Billy sits on the floor of the shed smirking. To his left, the
once-leery male kitten dives for the salmon. To Billy’s right, the brave
female tabby doesn’t bother to fight her brother for the fish and has picked
a grape off of one of the bushel’s stems instead. She holds it in her paw
like a human would a cantaloupe.
Panel 2: The female tabby holds the grape in her paw, stretching her neck
out a tad to sniff the pale green fruit.
2 SFX: >snff-snff<
Panel 3: The female tabby takes a bite out of the grape with a raised
eyebrow.
Panel 4: The female tabby chokes down the mouthful of white grape, which
forms a lump in her throat.
Panel 5: The female tabby gives the grape in her paw cut eye.
Panel 6: Billy sits smirking and chewing while pulling a bitten carrot
from his mouth. To his left, the male kitten continues to gorge on Atlantic
salmon, having nearly stripped the bones clean. To the boy-thief’s right,
the female tabby sits with the bitten grape still in her paw, her cut-eye
now directed up at Billy as she raises an eyebrow.
3 BILLY: Sorry, Tabby.
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PAGE TEN (panels)
Panel 1: Billy--sporting some peach fuzz on his upper lip--sits smirking
and chewing while pulling a bitten Granny Smith apple from his mouth. To
his left, the male kitten--thicker than he was on the previous page--gorges
on a decent sized salmon, having nearly stripped the bones clean. To the
boy-thief’s right, the female tabby--longer than on the precious page--but
not as thick as her brother--sits with a bitten strawberry in her paw,
her cut-eye directed up at Billy as she raises an eyebrow. She leans up
against his knee.
1 BILLY: I’ll try harder ta bring home more meat.
Panel 2: Billy-–sporting whiskers on his upper lip and chin--sits smirking
and chewing while holding an ear of corn up to his mouth with both hands.
To his left, the male cat-–no longer a scrawny little kitten, but contrarily
thick and muscly--gorges on a salmon that is as big as Billy’s arm from
elbow to fingertips. To Billy’s right, the female tabby--bigger than she
was in all previous panels but nowhere near as big and muscular as her
brother--lounges in Billy’s lap, holding a bitten plum in her paw. She
doesn’t give the boy--thief any cut-eye or guff, but still raises an
eyebrow.
2 BILLY: You can try ta quit givin’ Buddy first dibs.
Panel 3: Billy slouches in the corner of bunched up blankets next to the
day’s haul of inedible goods, which is significantly smaller than in panel
15 of page 3: a man’s wallet, a ladies’ handbag and a copy of today’s Gazette,
the headline of which is obscured by the wallet and handbag. Buddy--the
big, muscular male cat—lies across Billy’s shins, gnawing on fish bones.
Tabby--the long, lean female cat— sits curled up on Billy’s lap, having
discarded the plum. She stares up at him with doe eyes.
3 BILLY: Either way, our daily grifts ain’t enough ta make ends’ meet no
more.
Panel 4: Billy reaches from the newspaper, having pulled it out from under
the wallet and handbag.
4 BILLY: We gots ta up the ante.
Panel 5: A close up of the headline from the front page of The Gazette,
circa autumn 1945: HIGH PARK ZOO COMPLETES CONSTRUCTION OF AVIARY TO
EXHIBIT LEPAON COLLECTION.
5 BILLY (OFF PANEL): And we gots ta up it big time.
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PAGE ELEVEN (splash page)
Red & orange leaves tumble from maple trees on to the front lawn of a mansion
on inclined land in a posh, hilly neighborhood located on a mountain in
a district of the city far from the slummy gutters of Griffintown. The
property is gated, the gates themselves guarded by a couple of police cars.
One of the barred doors is open, the other closed and bearing a mail slot
beneath a plaque that reads, “LEPAON”.
1 CAPTION: THE MOUNTAIN.
2 LEPAON (VOICE OVER): “Draft dodging…completement ridicule. Za rich are
exonérés from za draft, alors nous sommes exonérés de dodgeé.”
3 BILLY (VOICE OVER): “The judge sure didn’t see it that way, Mr. LaPawn.”
4 LEPAON (VOICE OVER): “For za lass time, esti de tête-carrée inculte--”
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PAGE TWELVE (five panels)
Panel 1: A head-to-toe shot of an extremely well-dressed man who resembles
The Penguin (the Batman villain) albeit younger, taller, thinner and a
hell of a lot more flamboyant. Clad in a bright azure-shaded suit, purple
shirt and green string bow tie, he pouts thin lips as he puffs smoke up
past his pointy nose, beady little eyes and monocle, into the brim of his
green top hat. A heavy green coat with a fox-tinted fur collar & lapels
rests over his shoulders. One of his purple gloved hands twists its thumb
and middle finger around the thin end of a gold-plated cigarette holder
inches from his puckered mouth while the other clutches the beak-shaped
handle of his ivory vanity cane. He taps the long, curved toe of his purple
suede shoes. He hunches forward – almost out of the panel at the reader–
as he barks:
1 LEPAON: Mon nom est prononcé ‘LEPAON’!
Panel 2: There is a large fountain in the center no longer spewing water
but quickly accumulating with tumbling maple leaves instead. 200-year-old
maple trees stand scattered around the yard with birdhouses and feeders
dangling from their limbs. A wide assortment of birds rest perched on
branches, chirping and staring down at their flightless cousins, the
flamingo and the peacock, who stride around their owner. LePaon has turned
away from the boy in dramatic fashion with his nose in the air.
2 LEPAON: Puis, c’est tout…you come to make une parodie de mon nom before
zey take me to prison?
3 BILLY: I didn’t mean ta make a mock’ry a’nothin’, sir. I was just wonderin’
if what the papers’re sayin’ is true. You really givin’ all’a yer birds
ta the High Park Zoo?
Panel 4: LePaon throws his head back and places the back of his hand on
his forehead. Billy stands in the background.
3 LEPAON: Oh, za tought of giving le droite de regardé za mos perfec
assemblage de oiseaux rare et exotique in za world aux troglodytes modales
simplement because zey buy a ticket vex you too, eh?
Panel 5: LePaon has spun around on his heels and leans toward Billy
inquisitively. Billy leans back.
9 LEPAON: Pourquoi ça t’interesse?
10 BILLY: Why wouldn’t it interest me’s more like it. I’m the kid who grifted
most a’them birds. I don’t gots ta tell yas how many Port Authority guards
and flatfoots and ship hands I had ta dodge ta get ‘em fer yas. Wouldn’t
wanna see all’a my hard work get shipped off ta some zoo in Toron’o”.
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PAGE THIRTEEN (six panels)
Panel 1: LePaon leans in closer to Billy, who’s got him intrigued.
1 LEPAON: Alors? What do you suggess?
2 BILLY: The zoo’s sendin’ some movers ta haul yer birds outta here tomorrow,
right?
LEPAON: Sinon, comment vont t’ils les obtenir, cretin?
3 BILLY: When they’s busy closin’ up the place, I’ll sneak onta the truck
and take off with yer whole collection.
4 LEPAON: And zen?
5 BILLY: Stash ‘em at one a’them abandoned warehouses in The Griff. I’ll
take good care of ‘em and make sure nobody finds ‘em ‘til ya gets outta
jail. Fer a price, a‘course.”
Panel 2: Lepaon’s posture straightens as his brow furrows.
6 LEPAON: Serieusement…you tink I truss un gamin des rues sales comme Billy
Baker avec le bien-être des créatures les plus belles et majestique on
za whole planète in une maudite de ghetto comme Griffintown when I don’t
even truss za prestigieux Zoo d’High Parc?
7 BILLY: Ya can to trusts me. I’m really good with animals, Mr. LaPawn.
See: I gots these cats—
8 LEAPON: Cats? Cats?!?
Panel 3: With a hand clutching his messenger’s bag and another keeping
his flat cap on his head, Billy ducks as LePaon swings his ivory cane at
him…
9 LEPAON: Va-t’en!
Panel 4 Billy springs backward with a one-handed cartwheel…
Panel 5 …and lands on the opposite side of the panel.
Panel 6: …Billy has turned his back to the reader and now runs away.
10 LEPAON (OFF PANEL): Va chier, esti d’petite tache de merde!
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PAGE FOURTEEN (six panels)
Panel 1: Night has fallen over the city, the Mountain District and Monsieur
LePaon’s grand estate. The bright whiteness of the full moon and glowing
headlights of a long moving truck sitting in the driveway cast shadows
on the empty street. Two average joes hired to haul the birds from Montreal
to Toronto chatter as they climb into the truck’s cab.
1 CAPTION: LATER…
2 JOE: What about that giant owl, Lou? We can’t just leave it locked up
like that. What if it starves to death?
3 LOU: You feel bad for that thing after you watched it almost tear my
face off?
4 JOE: Owls can tear through 75-year-old oak doors now, can they?
5 LOU: You wouldn’t be such a skeptic had you seen the size of those talons.
6 JOE: Yeeeah, yeeeah. Whatever you say, wise guy.
Panel 2: Lou takes one last look at the mansion as the moving truck pulls
out of the cobblestone driveway. Had he looked closer, he would have seen
the scruffy, flat-capped boy-thief crouched on the mansion’s roof with
two orange tabby cats.
Panel 3: A bird’s eye view of the courtyard behind LePaon’s mansion
illuminated by moonlight. All the birds from panel 3 of page 10 are gone.
An owl’s faint cooing can be heard. Billy, Tabby & Buddy crouch on a ledge
outside of a large window on the top floor. Buddy takes point.
7 SFX: >hoo< >hoo<
Panel 4: Close up of Buddy spreading and flexing the six toes of one of
his massive front paws. Six giant claws with long, pink quicks pop out.
Panel 5: Buddy has stabbed the index claw of his left paw into the glass
and proceeds to trace the circumference of a large circle with the index
claw of his right paw so that his left index rests in the center.
Panel 6: Buddy has pulled a glass disc from the window pane, creating an
entrance for Tabby, who leaps through.
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PAGE FIFTEEN (six panels)
Panel 1: The full moon casts its bright rays into Monsieur LePaon’s elegant
study blanketed in darkness. Silhouettes break the moon’s brightness as
Billy follows Buddy into the study through the now opened window; Buddy
follows Tabby.
1 BILLY: So—
Panel 2: A floor-to-ceiling shot of a pair of massive oak doors next to
a massive bookcase. Tabby & Buddy eye the doors being violently rammed
from the other side, the owl cooing louder. Billy has dragged his fingers
along the spines of the books on one particular row of the bookcase.
2 SFX: >HOO-HOO<
3 BILLY: —ya thinks I’m stupid, eh, Mr. LaPawn? Well—
Panel 3: Billy pulls a row of fake books open like a cabinet door to reveal
a secret compartment housing an opened black leather box lined with dark
green velvet bearing a perfectly cut ebony diamond the size of a fist:
the Black Rock.
4 BILLY (OFF PANEL): —I’m not the guy who left the rarest diamond in the
world unguarded behind some books in his lie-berry after you was sloppy
enough ta let a former circus acrobat with a photographic mem’ry see where
ya keeps it.
Panel 4: Suddenly, glass shatters, startling the teenaged cat burglar and
his orange tabbies. The owl coos its loudest as Billy whips his head toward
a window in the study.
5 SFX: >CRASH<
6 SFX: >HOOOO< >HOOOO<
Panel 5: Billy, Tabby & Buddy stare out the window at the massive wings
of a giant owl spread in the moonlight, flying away with shards of glass
trailing it.
7 SFX: >HOOOO< >HOOOO<
8 BILLY: S’okay. It’s just that dummy’s stupid ol’ snow owl.
Panel 6: The owl has quickly flown into the distance, its wings appearing
as a pair of curved black lines meeting in a pointed center against the
glowing moon. More importantly, the study is now lit by the lights of the
chandelier overhead.
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PAGE SIXTEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: A long shot of Monsieur LePaon’s study now fully lit. Billy, Tabby
& Buddy crouch with their backs to the massive bookcase and doors, the
only human of the trio clutching the black leather box--and in it, the
Black Rock--in one hand. His other hand opens his messenger’s bag so that
he can drop the box in. Two hairy henchmen with slicked-back black hair
enter the study, both wielding pistols.
1 LEAD MOBSTER: The hell’s goin’ on here? Who the hell are you, kid?
Panel 2: The massive doors next to the bookcase open to reveal three
red-headed hooligans with guns and knives drawn. One of them looks
traumatized from an encounter with LePaon’s giant snow owl.
2 LEAD HOOLIGAN: What the bloody hell’s this all about?
Panel 3: The standoff in Monsieur LePaon’s study: Irish and Italian mob
members point guns at each other. Billy, Tabby & Buddy crouch in the line
of fire facing the Italian mobsters, the Irish gangsters are at their backs.
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PAGE SEVENTEEN (five panels)
Panel 1: Billy rolls backward…
3 BILLY: Don’t mind us, fellas…
Panel 2: …and springs off of one hand into the air, connecting a foot with
the closest of the Irish hooligans’ jaws, causing him to accidentally fire
a shot off.
SFX: >BANG<
Panel 3: Billy lands crouched between the two Irish gangsters still
standing. He elbows them both in the balls simultaneously…
1 IRISH MOBSTER 1: >UGH—!<
2 IRISH MOBSTER 2: >HUUH!<
Panel 4: …then dives forward; Tabby & Buddy dash forward with him…
Panel 5: …and scurry out of the study through the legs of the Italian
mobsters--still firing their guns--as Billy kicks the legs out from under
one of them with a baseball slide.
3 BILLY: …we was just leavin’.
4 TRIPPED-UP ITALIAN MOBSTER: HEY!
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PAGE EIGHTEEN (five panels)
Panel 1: One of the front windows of the top floor of Monsieur LePaon’s
mansion.
Panel 2: Billy--keeping his flat cap on his head with his left hand and
cradling Buddy in his curled right arm like an abnormally large orange
football as Tabby hangs off of the boy’s left shoulder by her claws--crashes
through the window. His shirt is stained with a patch of blood on his rib
cage under his left arm. Shards of glass and droplets of blood hang in
the air with the boy-thief and his tabby cats.
1 SFX: CRASH!
Panel 3: Billy lands hard on his feet on the roof of a car occupied by
an Italian getaway driver.
2 GETAWAY DRIVER: What the—
Panel 4: Billy drives one of his feet into the driver’s head, the other
into his torso, shoving him out the passenger’s side door of the getaway
car.
3 GETAWAY DRIVER: >OOOOOF<
Panel 5: The getaway driver lies on the cobblestone driveway, dazed as
he watches Billy peel out through the gates of Monsieur LePaon’s estate
behind the wheel of the getaway car.
4 GETAWAY DRIVER: Why, you little—-!
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PAGE NINETEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: The car tears down the street—and the panel—at a downward angle
as it heads toward the Port District with exotic birds flying out the back.
Panel 2: Billy grimaces in pain behind the wheel with Tabby & Buddy perched
on his shoulders, both wide-eyed with concern. He steers the car with one
hand on the wheel and the other clutching:
Panel 3: A close up of Billy’s hand applying pressure to his bloody left
rib cage, the crimson stain on his shirt growing.
Panel 4: The car goes careening off the dock and soars through the air.
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PAGE TWENTY (splash page)
The stolen Italian mobster getaway car crashes into the St. Laurence River,
its headlights piercing the dark water.
1 SFX: >SPLAAASH<
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PAGE TWENTY-ONE (five panels)
Panel 1: Underwater POV of oxygen bubbles drifting toward the surface,
the sinking car’s headlights fading.
Panel 2: Underwater POV of a hand reaching past oxygen bubbles drifting
toward the surface. A hand? No. A paw, its six claws curling as it thrashes,
hoping to reach the surface.
Panel 3: Tabby’s head penetrates the surface, her mouth gasping for air
as she bursts through the rippling river water.
1 TABBY: >GASP<
Panel 4: Tabby climbs out of the water via a post beneath the dock.
2 TABBY: >cough-cough-cough<
Panel 5: Soaking wet and chilled to the bone, Tabby shivers on the dock
alone in the cold of night.
3 TABBY: >shvr<
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